Following reports borrowed by Fredericks

Boettz Mine
Fredericks 6/17/43

Lackey Cinnabar Prospect
Fredericks 6/17/43

Lucky Boy
Fredericks 6/17/43

Morton Land Mormon basin
Fredericks 6/17/43

Opalite Mine
Fredericks 6/17/43

Morton Prospect
Fredericks 3/29/45
1) Rainbow Mine.  
2) Dr. Young, etc.  See Noone or Bourdy for shafts.
3) Center of Sec. 28 - T13S - R42E.  El. 4900'.

4) 

5) Closed 1919. Reopened 1922 for 2 years. Also at times since until 1933.


Transformers house gone due to property.  Original mill dismantled.  Mill burned in 1919. Rebuilt 1923. Present mill iron dumps only - not such good recovery. 10 stamps mill.

18' crusher (collapsed). Used plates (rusting), only - vermiculite:

Ore: Much free gold, galen, pyr, chalcopyrite.